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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

CONFERENCE NEWS!

No-one expected 2020 to begin with bushfires and then a pandemic. Many people
were planning a Camino this year; most stayed home, some were successful, and
others drastically shortened their journey and rushed home. Social isolation, and
distancing, has become a habit. Some of us have a lot more free time, time in
which to read books, learn new skills, or complete long postponed chores. Some
have found it easy being on their own, others the opposite. Following the muchloved Pilgrim Beatitudes are words headed: The Way: Parable and Reality. They
speak of the journey we make – not only on the Camino, but in times like this.

Following our highly successful conference last October, with attendees keen to
continue to gather from time to time, the AFOTC committee considered
various ideas as to when and where to hold a future gathering.
Victoria expressed interest and have put forward a proposal for
another conference with the initial idea being for it to be held
in October 2021 at a location outside Melbourne.
But, unsurprisingly, due to the current pandemic situation, plans are now on hold.
We will keep you in the loop as developments unfold.

El Camino de Santiago is a parable and a reality at once because it is done
both within and outside in the specific time that it takes to walk each stage,
and along the entire life if only you allow the Camino to get into you, to
transform you and to make you a pilgrim. We can all relate to the transformation which occurs along the way, one which makes us a pilgrim. Even if you
have yet to make your way, you no doubt feel this change while making plans –
that invisible cord, pulling you onwards.
The Camino makes you simpler because the lighter the backpack, the less
strain on your back and the more you will experience how little you need to
be alive. At this time of isolation, life for most of us has become simpler. Many
are planning changes, re-assessing what is important within their lives.
The Camino is about community: a community that greets the other, that
takes interest in how the walk is going for the other, that talks and shares
with the other. During this time, firstly from the bushfires, and then the social
isolation, community has become very important.
Stories abound of people
working together to make their community a better place, to help in whatever
way they can, to improve the lot of their neighbours, their friends, and those who
are in dire straits. One description of the Camino is of a “mobile Village” one
that cares for those on the road, as we are caring for those around us in these
tough times.
The final words of this writing need no comment. Life, post-bushfires and in the
midst of isolation, has given us time. It has given us the same thing that we all
love about the Camino:- The Camino calls you to contemplate, to be amazed,
to welcome, to internalize, to stop, to be quiet, to listen to, to admire, to
bless…Nature, our companions on the journey, our own selves, God.
Yes, the Camino is resting. It hasn’t gone
away. As soon as it is safe, pilgrims will be
back with that same Camino spirit and
‘Camino eyes’.
Take care and ¡Buen Camino!

SUNSHINE COAST ‘NEIGHBOURHOOD’ CAMINOS—Congratulations!
In these unprecedented times, when no one
is on our beloved Camino de Santiago, the
Sunshine Coast Camino Group in Queensland
have been innovative enough to come up
with a next best substitute. There are now
3 ‘Neighbourhood’ Caminos. ED.
“The idea for the Neighbourhood Camino
was born out of an email I received from a
couple called Steve and Debbie who live in the USA, whom I met when I was
walking the Camino Inglés. They were challenging some of their walking
friends across the world to a 100 mile virtual walk. From their inspiration, I
thought it would be a great idea to apply that very same concept to our Sunny
Coast Camino group and present the challenge of walking the shortest Camino,
in the form of a Neighbourhood Camino, walking approx 120 km in our own
neighbourhood vicinity during CoVid and lockdown times.
We asked everyone who wanted to participate to keep a record of their
distances and created a certificate to celebrate their success on completion.
This was sent to everyone via Messenger. The idea really took off and before I
knew it, I had people finishing their first neighbourhood challenge and asking
what was next? I then created two more neighbourhood challenges…
Challenge 2A, Santiago to Finisterre (96km) and 2B, Porto to Santiago (250km)
I have been so surprised with the positive attitude and involvement of so many
members in this challenge. Many members have received more than 2 certificates and the feedback has been wonderful.”
Karen Davidson
sunshinecoastcaminogroup@gmail.com

Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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Warm regards,
Your AFOTC Committee
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As we support each other that spirit grows stronger. The kinder we are to each
other, that spirit grows stronger.

THE SPIRIT OF THE CAMINO
Yesterday afternoon [March 13] I walked into Mérida. What had been a relaxed
Camino planned from Córdoba to Mérida had become an urgent rush to get home.

We will return to walk the Camino. We are pilgrims, it's what we do.
This poem by Naomi Shibab Nye could not be more appropriate...

Shortly after leaving Córdoba we became a group of 5. We all got on really well
together. None of the others could speak Spanish. As the events of recent days
percolated through to us, anxieties grew. They tolerated me posting news during
every break. We discussed what to do, made phone calls, changed flights, booked
buses and trains. We saw the Dutch off to Lisbon for flights home. The Finnish lady
grew more and more concerned as message after message from her family came
through, so her flights were changed and we saw her off to Madrid. She is now in
isolation in Helsinki. That left we two Scots friends. Stephen's return to England
was cancelled so Santiago beckoned.

Kindness
Before you know what kindness really is
you must lose things,
feel the future dissolve in a moment
like salt in a weakened broth.
What you held in your hand,
what you counted and carefully saved,
all this must go so you know
how desolate the landscape can be
between the regions of kindness.
How you ride and ride
thinking the bus will never stop,
the passengers eating maize and chicken
will stare out the window forever.

Then as we entered Mérida within the hour bars and restaurants closed. The
streets cleared. The Lockdown had begun. We had plane tickets for Monday, but
the travel ban was due to start at 8am on Monday. So it was off o the bus station,
where a very helpful man arranged tickets to Zamora for us for the following
morning. After that, an even more sympathetic attendant sorted our tickets to
Santiago. It all happened in a rush.

Before you learn the tender gravity of kindness
you must travel where the Indian in a white poncho
lies dead by the side of the road.
You must see how this could be you,
how he too was someone
who journeyed through the night with plans
and the simple breath that kept him alive.

As I think back on that scene of the Camino stretching out beautiful but empty,
I also think on the turbulent, unprecedented events of the last week. I think it's
time for us to remember:
Those who have died and those who will die from this epidemic.
Those who will mourn loved ones.
Those who become ill, we pray for their recovery.
Those who care for the sick who are under increasing pressure.
Those whose plans to make the Camino to
Santiago have been ruined.
Those pilgrims who had to abandon their
journey and go home.
Those whose livelihood will be affected by
the economic consequences of the epidemic
especially the less well off who will inevitably feel the brunt of this.

Before you know kindness as the deepest thing inside,
you must know sorrow as the other deepest thing.
You must wake up with sorrow.
You must speak to it till your voice
catches the thread of all sorrows
and you see the size of the cloth.

Then it is only kindness that makes sense anymore,
only kindness that ties your shoes
and sends you out into the day to gaze at bread,
only kindness that raises its head
from the crowd of the world to say
It is I you have been looking for,
and then goes with you everywhere
like a shadow or a friend.

Let's remember them all. And let's remember
the Camino, empty but waiting for us to return
because the Camino's heart is strong as it
beats to millions of pilgrim footsteps as they
echo down the centuries.
The spirit of the Camino remains in us, the
pilgrim community. As we stick together that
spirit grows stronger.
AFotC Newsletter #33 June 2020

Johnnie Walker (Santiago de Compostela, Spain)
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A CHANGE IS GONNA COME
The cries reach the heavens: We've had enough. Time to get back to life!
I wanna walk my Camino!
The push is on to re-open our economies, to get the tourism ball rolling again,
even as the Covid-19 virus death toll continues to add up all over Spain. All the
noise about the Camino de Santiago being the heart and soul of the local economy is being put to the test. It's been a mild winter and a good, rainy spring, and
gas is cheap, so the farmers are happy at least. But the bakers, the launderette,
the shoe-repair shop, the bars, the hostels? No one can say. No one is allowed
outside to talk about it. All the bars and beauty shops -- the places where these
things are hashed-out and decided-upon -- are closed up tight

The trail is fast asleep. Quails walk down the median stripe of the N120 on the
way to Sahagun. I go to town once a week for vegetables, dog food, the sight of
other humans. On Tuesday I saw Father Dani from the Padres Maristas. All work
has ceased at their Albergue Santa Cruz, but it's not so stressful now that work
has ceased everywhere else, too. In the little diocesan apartment house next to
the supermercado, Daniel is an enclosed monastic now, with three of his fellow
Marists and a couple of local priests. They have a Mass there every afternoon. No
one but monks and nuns have seen a Mass since the edict came down a month
ago. The churches are shut down. It makes us ache, the rest of us. We ache, we
wait. Grace is sufficient, we tell ourselves. It will not always be like this.
After all this time we are talking to one another, we Camino people, mostly
online, on WhatsApp, on Zoom, Skype and Messenger. What will it be like in June?
Should we close down everything, call off all the volunteers, just let this year go?
If the borders are closed through September, this stubby Camino season will be a
Spanish-only affair. Fifty percent of the usual crowd, and only if the virus is overcome enough to ensure safety.

years or more. Donativo places, bunkhouses, scruffy old schools... their day is
past, some say. Pilgrims want more. Last week on the online Camino Forum, a
wannabe albergue owner asked everyone to pitch in What They Want in A Great
Albergue. The answers were individual bunks out of the view of everyone else,
with their own electrical supply, lights, and linens. They want spotless showers,
strong wifi signals, and rock-bottom prices. Oh, and jolly shared meals, served by
smiling hosts who speak proper English.
The picture quickly came clear. Pilgrims don't want albergues anymore. They
want pilgrim-only hotels.
It looks like new health regulations want hotels, too -- places where people occupy discrete spaces. The old bunkhouses, crowded dining rooms and kitchens,
shower stalls and shared dormitories may soon be legislated away. Prices will go
up. The poor will be shut out again.
Alfredo at the Siervas de Maria albergue in Astorga this week posted photos of
the place, sparkling clean, mowed, weeded, polished, and completely empty. I
have never seen it without dozens of people moving into and out of its many
rooms. It is spooky.
Our beloved non-profit business model may be doomed. When the familiar infrastructure is deemed unworthy, what will become of the volunteers, the shared
meals, the hospitality that grew up with them, that made the Camino de Santiago trail unique in the world?
Change is inevitable. We have to evolve, or we will die. When we are gone, will
the pilgrims miss us? Or will the Camino die with us? How do we continue to offer
traditional hospitality on this new Way of St. James We ache, we wait. Grace is
sufficient, we tell ourselves. We will know in time.
Rebekah Scott (SPAIN)

Santiago cathedral in April:
“Thank you for staying at home”

Albergues will need to spread people out, keep them from breathing the same
air. That will cut down capacity. Spanish pilgrims are often an ornery bunch...
would they cooperate with the rules? And how can we keep our volunteers safe?
How will we staff the alOld-fashioned
bergue, as 60 percent of our
pilgrim hospitality
volunteers are from other
nations? Our strength has
become a weakness. It's not
looking so good for Albergue
Villa de Grado this year, my
friends. Nothing official has
been decided, but it's not
looking good.
Even as we look into the future, we see the lights going
out in flagship albergues that
have been around for 30
AFotC Newsletter #33 June 2020
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FINISTERRE TO FINISTERRE

became bruised and quite sore.
Of course, being male, I didn’t
say anything until I couldn’t
take it anymore. Then Fi, being
female, had the bright idea of
pushing it instead. And so, after
9 hours we eventually made it
to Pont-Croix and stayed in a
B&B found on booking.com.

We were standing in the ‘Camino corner’ of Glenella Guest
House in Blackheath in the Blue Mountains staring at a map of
the Camino routes through Europe when I said to Fi, “Look, we
could walk from one end of the earth to the other,” pointing at
Finistère in France and running my finger along different coloured routes to Finisterre in Spain. The Camino was calling
again.
Now we just had to work out the practicalities to make it happen. In 2016 we completed the Camino Francés from SJPDP all
the way to Finisterre so had a good idea of how long the Spanish chapter of our
journey would take. However, the French chapter was literally stepping into the
unknown.
Finistère is a region of Brittany and we chose to start at one of its most westerly
points, Pont Du Raz, a spectacular rocky outcrop into the Atlantic Ocean. I did my
best to piece together a rough estimate of distance from the websites of each
pilgrim association that maintains the paths. I calculated 46 days to complete the
1,160km French chapter to SJPDP. We later discovered I was rather optimistic in
my calculations but that’s just part of embarking on a journey of this length and I
would say the mysterious beauty of it too.
Australians are eligible for a 6-month French visa and we applied for 4 months
under the category ‘visiting family’ as my French-speaking sister has been living
there for several years. Her help would prove invaluable on our journey. In June
2019 we flew from Sydney to the UK and started this adventure by celebrating my
mother’s 90th birthday. I was reunited with many members of my family at the
birthday party, and our open invitation to walk with us was picked up by my
eldest sister, Julia, who would join us for part of the Spanish chapter in a couple
of months time. We were excited to finally start walking and dedicated this
pilgrimage to my parents.
Not knowing what the pilgrim infrastructure
would
be
like
in
France,
we
had
purchased a walking trolley to carry tent, food
and extra water. With butterflies in my stomach, Fi and I set off on the first day of our walk
across France, trolley in tow, along steep cliffs
with fantastic views of the ocean.

Brittany village
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Since our plan was to walk from coast to coast,
we had to find a trail to connect with the official route of The Way of Saint Matthew at PontCroix, which was 24km inland from where we
set off. This proved quite a challenge as there
were no trail markers to follow and the path
was overgrown. Because of the uneven trail,
when one wheel of the trolley lifted, the handle
would hit my thigh and after a few hours I
Page 8

At the church in Pont-Croix
we located the very first Camino
marker
and
from
there
could Google-translate the guide for The Way of Saint Matthew
https://www.compostelle-bretagne.fr (Brittany Camino Association). The Way of
Saint Matthew eventually joins the route from Paris.
Pont-Croix-Milestone

The Camino markers in France are different to those in Spain - they are only at
intersections and are either a 5cm blue square with a shell symbol pointing the
direction, or a yellow and blue stripe indicating straight on, left or right. A cross
‘X’ indicates ‘don’t go this way’. Markers can be on the back of road signs, trees
or fence posts, and are sometimes hidden by plants. You need to stay alert
because they’re easily missed, but generally speaking the way is well marked. The
trails from Pont-Croix were well maintained and thought out. We were kept off
busy roads and directed through forests, along river banks and canals, through
fields and farmland.
During our first week we had long days of walking because of the distances
between towns. By Day 6 we decided to ditch the trolley - it was just not trolley
terrain. My sister came to collect it and from there we carried our packs – mine
weighed 15kg and Fi’s 9kg. By the time we joined Julia in SJPDP mine weighed 9kg
and Fi’s 7kg.
It was a week before we met another pilgrim on the trail. In fact, during the first
1,280km we only met four pilgrims and two of these were walking the Tro Breizh,
a 600km circuit around Brittany. We did however meet fellow pilgrims who put us
up for the night when we couldn’t get a campsite, hotel, Gîte or AirBnB. The
pilgrim associations provide a list of people that will accommodate pilgrims and
often they are former pilgrims themselves. This is the extent
of the pilgrim infrastructure in France, at least where we
walked. It’s important to give advance notice of your arrival,
so my French-speaking sister, was a great help in calling accommodation venues.
We met some lovely people this way although the language
barrier was sometimes difficult. Madame Blanche is a widower
in her 80s who puts up pilgrims because she lives adjacent to
the path in a particularly rural section with no other accommodation options. We communicated via a translation app on her
tablet – it’s touching to meet these kind souls. The local town
Page 9
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Pont-Du-Raz-coast, trolley in tow

hall can also be helpful in finding a place to
stay.
AirBnB is okay but it only shows a general location before you book, so you could end up
walking further than you might like. We met
James, a lovely English guy recently settled in
Brittany, and we were his first AirBnB customers. He had some interesting stories to tell.
Another great AirBnB host was Dominique in
Saint Michel le Cloucq. Dominique is an artist
and we stayed in his beautiful barn
conversion. With no shops or restaurants nearby, Dominique’s wife Sabine, fed us a lovely
vegetarian meal and introduced us to pear
schnapps. I wondered how they got the pear
inside the bottle. Later, in the Pyrénées, we
saw pears growing inside bottles carefully tied
to the tree.

Monnières is the penultimate village before leaving Brittany and they offer a community gîte just for pilgrims. Here we met Claude with whom I instantly clicked.
He walks the Camino every day, albeit the same part over and over. It was the
middle of a heatwave when we got to Monnières so we went for a cold one at the
local Tabac (the only place open) and met Charles who spoke English. The friendly crowd there bought us drinks all afternoon making it a day hard to forget but
also hard to remember!
We didn’t plan our accommodation before leaving Australia and so would spend
hours each night searching for places to stay. This was a major difference with
the Spanish Camino where it’s easy to find a bed. Another difference with Spain is
finding food. If we didn’t pass a town or village between noon and 2pm, restaurants and shops would be closed. We could usually find a bakery open early morning and so would carry enough for a meal or two, but once we went 2½ days without seeing a shop or restaurant.
We walked 530km in Brittany and loved it. As we left behind the forests and fields
of wildflowers, the stone buildings with slate roofs, and the abundant wildlife, we
said hello to the wheat fields and canals of Vendée. The landscape became a lot
flatter and the kilometers flew by. What seemed like a just a short week later we
were walking out of Vendée and into Charente-Maritime.
After walking 740km it dawned on me that we had a long way to go to meet Julia
in SJPDP in just 2½ weeks and at this rate we wouldn’t make it. I didn’t want to
miss out on any of the journey, but I definitely didn’t want to miss walking
through Spain with my sister. Our solution was to cycle some of the way to make
up time. It would be self-powered and an opportunity to see the Atlantic coast of
France, as we could follow the EuroVelo 1 (EV1) before heading East to the foothills of the Pyrénées. So we walked to Surgères, which is close to where my good
friend Clive lives, and just 20km from La Rochelle where there’s a bicycle shop. I
AFotC Newsletter #33 June 2020
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hadn’t seen Clive for 20 years—it was fantastic to catch up and meet his family.
Europe was experiencing another heatwave as we set off on our bikes to follow
the coast south. It had been some years since we had ridden so we sought the
advice of Rowan at Glenella Guest House, who had previously cycled the Camino.
He recommended panniers instead of wearing our backpacks, along with padded
shorts to make hours in the saddle more comfortable! We cycled over 500km in 9
days. It was an interesting experience and overall enjoyable, but I prefer to see
the world go by at walking pace. We did see a wild boar and also noticed that
people on touring bicycles smiled more than those wearing Tour de France gear...
maybe it’s down to the saddle?
We left the EV1, which follows a lot of La Voie Littorale, at a small village called
Leon and at the town of Dax connected with La Voie de Tours, the main Camino
route from Paris. Here, Clive and his wife Aude made arrangements for us to courier the bikes back to my brother’s place in Brittany. We were walking again! Dax
is a spa town at the foot of the Pyrénées so it started to get hilly from here.
It was now the beginning of August and we had 5 days to walk to SJPDP to meet
Julia and her friend Sue. Pilgrim infrastructure began to increase as the Camino
paths across France converged and the first albergues and donativo refreshment
tables appeared. There were also fruit trees planted on the wayside by the
Pyrénées-Alantiques Camino association, inviting pilgrims to pick a snack. Accommodation along this section was quite full which meant we ended up walking to
SJPDP in 3 long days instead of 5. The scenery was stunning as we made our way
deeper into the Pyrénées. Our hearts lifted as we reflected on our wonderful
1,400km journey through France and we savored the anticipation of ending the
French chapter and starting the Spanish chapter (another 900km).
We had two rest days in SJPDP before greeting Julia and Sue in what seemed like
a sea of pilgrims on the cobbled street near the pilgrim office. We would accompany them for the next two weeks to Burgos before they flew home, and I would
see the Camino work its magic on them as they experienced the inner alchemy of
walking towards oneself. It’s a beautiful journey and if you’ve walked the Camino
you probably know what I mean.
The Spanish chapter is its own story... Fi & I have walked to the ends of the earth
together (and we’d do it again). We
recorded our journey on phones and
drone and I spent hours each evening
editing video to upload to YouTube.
On returning to work, I watch it at
breakfast to infuse the day with some
Camino magic and lessen the withdrawal symptoms.
If you’d like to view our journey, our
channel is called ‘Kinder Good’.
Mark and Fiona Johnson (NSW)
akinderway.wordpress.com
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the food and eating with hashi (chopsticks).
But after a couple of days in Kyoto, he started to relax, and on our last night, he and I
went out looking for dinner.

THE JAPANESE CAMINO:
KUMANO KODO
“JAPAN? Really?? For a walk in the
mountains? Ten days? Yes, it
would be great, Dad, but I’m too
busy with work and there’s the
wife and the kids… I couldn’t get
away. So, no thanks.”
After this conversation with son
Chris, I rang my daughter who is
also married with four children
and asked her the same question:
“Would you like to come to Japan
with me, Mum, and your brother
in April 2019?”

Not far from the ryokan was an alley with
several small restaurants. For some reason
Chris chose the most unlikely one … with no
windows and a blue curtain hanging to the
ground over the doorway. Inside, 8 people
were sitting around a U-shaped counter. All
eyes turned to us. “Kombanwa” said Chris.
A surprised “Kombanwa” was the reply!
Delia and Tony with children, Libby and Chris

That was early in December 2018. A week later, after the siblings had spoken to
each other on the phone, they both called and agreed to walk the Kumano Kodo in
Japan with their parents!
Delia and I had completed the Camino de Santiago the previous year, and we wanted a new experience. After some internet research, I contacted Raw Travel. They
explained that even though the Kumano Kodo is short, it is much harder than the
Camino Francés, particularly on the final day. However, feeling confident,
I booked the trip, the flights and the travel insurance.
We started practice-walking in January near our home in Perth: to Kings Park
every Sunday, up and down the Kokoda steps and Jacobs ladder, and a kilometre
walk between each. We built up our strength until we could do the circuit four
times. During the week, we did 5km walks with
Up up ever upwards!
a back pack, adding weights as we got stronger.
Next came Kalamunda hill - an hour to the top,
and steep.
By March we could do Stage 1 of the Bibbulmun
track, 20km from Kalamunda through the bush
to Mundaring Weir. We decided then we were
ready for the Kumano Kodo!
We arrived in Osaka at cherry blossom time in
early April. We started with 3 days in Kyoto in a
traditional ryokan with tatami mat floors and
great Japanese toilets - the ‘bottom-flushing’
type. (How I wish we’d had one at home when
the Covid-19 toilet paper panic was on!).
Raw Travel had given us excellent information
books, but Chris hadn’t read much in preparation for the trip. He was apprehensive about
AFotC Newsletter #33 June 2020
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The super-friendly chef started giving us
dishes and after three beers each, we were
feeling great. Chris was showing the Raw
Travel phrase book to the man beside him.
Yuba San’s guest house kai seki meal
Then he stood and said “Oishikatta” (that
was delicious!) and held out some money. Everyone laughed. Using just a few
words of Japanese made all the difference to our eating experience.
The next day, we were off to Mt Koyasan for our two-night stay in a Buddhist
Monastery. After two trains and a cable car ride, we arrived on top of the mountain, home to many monasteries and one of the biggest and most beautiful cemeteries in all of Japan.
The monks were most welcoming, but when I put my case down on the verandah
there was a flurry of activity. My case was grabbed and all the wheels thoroughly
wiped clean before being handed back to me. We also had to remove our shoes
before stepping on to the verandah – and put on the leather slippers they gave us.
Later we were given special slippers for the toilet areas too.
The rooms were beautiful, with tatami mats, no
chairs and of course futons which a monk would
lay out for us each night. In Kyoto at the ryokan
we’d had our own bath, but here at the monastery we had an onsen. Around three of the walls
there were low wooden seats with a wooden
bucket beside and individual shower heads on
the wall. The nightly ritual involved changing
into a yukata before going to the onsen, then in
a small change room removing the yukata, taking a small hand towel and proceeding through a
door into the bath area, where there were often
people already sitting in the hot water.
At this point we had to sit naked on a small
stool, while soaping ourselves all over, then use
the flexible shower head and throw buckets of
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Nan-in temple onsen
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Yuba San's guest house on our first night

water over ourselves until we were as
clean as we could be. The whole process took about five minutes! Only
after this, could we walk to the onsen, step in and sit down, placing our
folded towels on our heads. We managed, despite some embarrassment.
The women’s onsen was a little smaller because the monastery housed
mainly monks. Make sure you go into
the correct onsen as it can be embarrassing—as we found out—to be sitting
in the wrong one when the opposite
sex comes in!

After Mount Koyosan, we travelled south by cable car and train to the small town
of Kii Tanabe. At the tourist bureau there, we were given more information about
the Kumano and the keys to our accommodation for the night, a wonderful traditional Japanese double story house, very plain and simple, again with Tatami mat
floors and futon beds.
The next day at 8.30am we took a 40-minute bus ride to the beginning of the trail
at Takijiri-oji. There were about 16 other walkers on the bus but they quickly
dispersed along the trail so, within 15 minutes, we were alone again, struggling up
the forested hill in front of us.
The track in many parts was covered in exposed tree roots as rain had washed the
top soil away over the years. We had to be careful where we placed our feet. It
was about four kilometres up, up and up before we reached Takahara village
known as Kiri no Sato (‘village in the mist’) but we did not stop there as we still
had 14kms to go. At 4pm we reached our accommodation. With not a lot of places
to stay on the Kumano, it is probably booked out months ahead. But with fewer
than a hundred people a day walking the Kumano, we never experienced the
crowds that we found on the Spanish Camino.
That night, our host Yuba-san and his wife provided the most wonderful Kai Seki
(high end degustation) meal. Later, as we lay in our futon beds on the tatami,
I felt like I was in heaven. In the morning, following a fantastic traditional breakfast, we were given our bento lunch
boxes and waved off by our hosts.
The day’s walk through the forest to
Hongu village was 22kms, Grade 5.
Our Raw Travel map books were easy
to read and there were signs on the
path. At the lunch break, we
struggled to eat all the food in our
bento boxes even though they were
delicious.

From here, we took the bus to our next accommodation,
Kawayu Onsen on the Oto river. The view was beautiful, and
our indoor onsen opened out onto the sandy river bed where you could dig your
own little onsen and relax in the warm water, without clothes if you wished.
With our bento lunch boxes next morning, we took another bus to the trail head at
Ukegawa. It was to be a short day with only thirteen kilometres from Hongu to
Koguchi through the forest with a suggested time of 5 hours, a Grade 4/5 walk. At
the 5km mark in the trail, the impressive Hyakken-gura lookout surprised us with a
lovely panoramic view of the 3600 peaks of the Kumano. In Japan, as in Europe,
people have been making this pilgrimage between shrines for over 1000 years.
At Koguchi, we phoned Takata Greenland, our accommodation on the Takata
river. They came and picked us up in their bus - a 20-minute trip. By now the walk
was taking its toll on our daughter Libby’s knees. She was struggling with the track
and its high and very uneven steps. So she decided not to walk the last day to
Nachi Taisha shrine, but catch the bus instead. My wife chose to accompany her.

The final day proved to be the hardest, particularly the first 5km which climbs to
800 metres. It is called the body-breaking slope and seems to go on forever.
Although it is only 14km, with a suggested time of 6-8 hours, it is Grade 5 - definitely not a walk in the park. I was thankful we had trained so much on our few
hills back in Perth. The rough stone steps were uneven and at times slippery.
O’Cebreiro on the Camino Francés was easy by comparison.
We came out of the forest around 4pm and found the stone steps snaking down
through the trees. In the distance we could see the famous Nachi no otaki waterfall, 133 metres tall and 13 wide, the tallest waterfall in Japan. We looked in
amazement at the brightly-coloured Nachi Taisha shrine, then the ancient
Seiganto-ji, a wonderful wooden Buddhist temple founded in 5th century.

Our final night was at Mitaki Sanso.
It was great to catch up with other
walkers we’d seen on the trail, one
a Japanese girl from Hokkaido, who
we still correspond with today.

Nachi waterfall

It was sad to leave the Kumano
Kodo the next day and head back to
Perth. We’re already thinking of
returning, perhaps next time to
Japan’s Shikoku Island.
Tony Wray (WA)

Japanese fine dining: Delia (L) and Tony (R)
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Hongu village is the site of Kumano Hongu Taisha, one of the
three grand shrines on the Kumano Kodo. It is here at the
Heritage Centre that we received our dual Camino/Kumano
certificates. The staff gathered together to give us a cheer. A
special experience. To honour the occasion, I bought a small
carved wooden Yatagarasu, the three-legged crow, the symbol
of the Kumano (see left).
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SO WHY DO I WALK?

THE MONKS OF MULLINGAR (IRELAND)

When preparing for my 6th Camino, I am often asked, “so why do you walk again”?
It is an interesting question and one I find difficult to answer in a few words, so I
am going to start writing and see where it leads. For me, walking is about pleasure
as much as about destination.
The experience of being away from my comfort zone and all the pressures and
responsibility that comes with everyday life, is what draws me to walking. I enjoy
the feeling of being in the wilderness, walking with my backpack. I am totally reliant on my own skills, knowledge and preparation.
The challenge, the scenery, the camaraderie, the exercise, the lifestyle, is my
aphrodisiac and I feel at ease. I walk to escape the built environment, to go somewhere that is peaceful, to see different places and environments and just get away
from life for a bit. The exercise is an added bonus.
I love the feeling of waking to the sun, not worrying about time. For when I walk
the Camino, the Camino takes me. I enjoy the changing nature of a walk, physical,
mental and. as you approach your destination, spiritual. You have time to think
and look at your life closely and in depth. Walking allows your mind to wander.
The challenge with so much time to think, is not to over think.
Friends are important when you walk, you can wander along left to your own
thoughts or be engaged in social conversation. I find the Camino brings out the
best qualities in people and as such resuscitates my faith in human mankind.
As you approach the end of a long walk, there is a feeling of accomplishment and
completion. How many people can say they have walked across a country and
walked continuously for 40 days and 1000 kilometres carrying everything they
need. My last Camino was 1,100,000 steps.
By walking I get away from time and stress and
move into a better more transcendent space. Most
importantly for me the Camino has given me inner
strength, something that may not be as evident to
people who know me. Confidence can sometimes
just be external. I now believe I have inner strength
and confidence to conquer all before me.

Walking on a very windy and wet
day heading for Alto del Perdon

For me when I walk, I am reminded of “John Steinbeck’s” quote: “A journey is a person in itself; no
two are alike. And all plans, safeguards, policies and
coercion are fruitless. We find after years of struggle that we do not take a trip; a trip takes us. For
me, “the longer I walk, the longer I walk”.

The Mullingar discoveries are by no means unusual. Many examples of similar finds
exist throughout Europe and the British Isles but the complete anonymity of the
graves gives testimony to the turbulent times Ireland endured during Tudor, Elizabethan and Stuart times not to mention even worse under Cromwell. A book well
worth reading is The Cockleshell Pilgrim, a Medieval Journey to Compostela,
written by Dr. Katherine Lack, a lecturer in Church History. This book is a mixture
of historic fact and fiction of Robert Sutton’s long pilgrimage from Worcester to
Compostela in the early 1500s inspired
by the discovery of his grave in Worcester
Cathedral. His body, fully clad in pilgrim
walking gear with thick-soled boots,
woollen garments, staff and scallop shell
was found during routine inspections of
the state of the foundations of the
Cathedral.
Pete Smith (NSW)

Dave Bosworth (QLD)
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In 1996 the foundations of the Priory of St Mary and its adjacent burial ground
were uncovered during excavations for building works. This Priory was founded by
Ralph Petit, Bishop of Meath in 1227AD. It was closed in 1539AD during the Reformation (Conquest). This Priory housed the Canons Regular of the Order of St
Augustine. Archeologists discovered several graves, some containing scallop shells
which suggested that at least two of those buried there had undertaken a pilgrimage
to the grave of St. James The Greater, Apostle and Martyr, in Compostela. This
monument (pictured), life-sized, cast in bronze, depicts two Augustinian friars,
the older on the left wearing a scallop shell on his habit and reading a blessing to
the younger who holds a scrip and staff, a symbol and metaphor into the third millennium. The names of the monks, their ages, their dates of birth and death have all
vanished in the confusion of the subsequent conquests on Ireland. Only a few bones
and the shells remain as testimony to two monks who probably lived lives of quiet
piety, obedience and poverty serving God and their wider community. Perhaps their
pilgrimage was their one great adventure in the wider world. My friend, Fr James
Kane, retired parish priest of St. Joseph’s in Orange NSW, born at Multyfarnham
outside Mullingar, returned to Ireland for a visit and returned with this small
bronze copy of the original which sits in the main street of Mullingar at the site of
the original priory. James has always shown a keen interest in the Camino and the
many Orange residents who have walked it, but sadly ill health prevents him from
undertaking the journey. He tells me that the other highlight of his trip home was
having a private afternoon tea with Michael Higgins, the President of Ireland.
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My backpack was my very best friend
along the trail
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The forest got a richer green
and again a lot of history and
waterways. We encountered
many vending machines that
sold everything from meat and
vegetables to fruit and eggs.
We walked along old limestone
cliffs and in through tunnels,
all of it just so green and beautiful in the middle of summer.

THE LONG LONG PILGRIMAGE: AMSTERDAM TO SANTIAGO
What on earth would possess two perfectly sane, rational, normal human beings
to walk from Amsterdam to Santiago de Compostela? Perhaps we were not as normal or as rational as we thought we were, but… who cares.
The history behind this incredibly long pilgrimage is our meeting with Heinrich,
while walking the Via de la Plata in 2015. This dude had walked out from his home
in Frederikshavn in Denmark, to Santiago. This inspired us to do something similar. Our plans to follow a similar path to Heinrich kept getting stuck around the
90-day visa issue. None of the countries wanted to speak to us, until finally
Hedley got the Spanish consulate to at least talk to us. Her advice was to make
sure we got into Spain within the 90 days, and apply for an extension. So reworking our possibilities, we could see this was possible by starting from Amsterdam.
So there’s the simple answer to the starting point!
We had agreed to ‘wing it’ on this little adventure and just work day-to-day to
see how far we walked, where we would stay, etc. Our plan was to wild-camp as
much as possible, firstly, because we enjoy it and secondly, it saves a bit of
money. We soon discovered that camping in the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg is strictly forbidden and comes with a heavy fine. Ho hum… but they do
have many official campgrounds and some farmers allow you to camp on their
property, but none of it is cheap.
Our route took us pretty much in a straight line to the French border. The Netherlands surprised us with so much forest and the most beautiful paths to follow
going in all sorts of directions, allowing us many options to continue on the way.
There are many regular walking trails and several Pelgrimsweg. We found plenty
of camping places and spent our days in the forest, walking through some ancient
and beautiful historical areas. Some days we even saw Camino shells and yellow
arrows, but they were random and seemed to not follow anywhere in particular,
or they kept trying to take us East, which would have been fine, had we not been
trying to make it to Spain in the 90 days frame! Being late July, it was incredibly
hot and we enjoyed many a farmer’s sprinkler as we passed. We took a couple of
rest days in Maastricht as The Netherlands experienced two record high +40° days
in a row. Many remarked ‘you are Australian, you are used to this heat!’ And
we’re smart enough not to walk in
it!
Departing The Netherlands, we
headed into Belgium joined by a
Belgian friend, Loïc, we met on the
Bibbulmun Track in WA, and he
continued with us for two days. A
few days previously, we had
‘played’ on the Belgium border at a
historical Benedictine Abbey, but
Amazing stonework in The Netherlands_ we now walked through in earnest.
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It was only a few days later we
crossed the border into Luxembourg. For Europeans, this
The stunning forests of Belgium and Luxembourg
crossing of borders is normal,
but for Australians who can travel for days and remain in the same state, just
crossing into different countries is pretty cool. And so we continue through managed forest, deer hunting grounds and funky little villages, each with their own
little quirks. Beautiful gardens, because water scarcity isn’t an issue, and meeting
lots of people who are convinced we are crazy, but also inspired by our journey. In
Luxembourg, the hills become much steeper than in Belgium. We finally reach Luxembourg city which has the stunning and ancient old city and the new city. We
find the Notre Dame Cathedral in the centre of the old city and choose that for our
credencial stamp for the day. We finally reach Schengen where the Schengen
agreement was signed and is our final day in Luxembourg, before we cross briefly
into Germany for a few kms then on into France. Little did we know what lay
ahead.
It is August, and if you travelling through here, don’t do it in August. The French in
this part of France go on holidays for the month. Few people are home, the bars,
hotels, restaurants, cafes are all closed for the entirety of the month. This
includes McDonalds and Subway! And so, France gave us the challenge of finding
food to eat and even water to drink!
The French countryside is stunning and our route takes us through beautiful forest
and we walk for days along the
canals. The ancient buildings
Castle accommodation in France
and history blow you away. The
cathedral in Toul is well worth a
visit with its beautiful architecture. This area is also Joan of
Arc territory and we see much
about her throughout the area.
We continue to camp where possible, but it is illegal to camp in
the forest in France and you can
camp on private property with
the owner’s permission. But, the
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owners are on holidays! Getting food was our
big issue with everything closed. We would occasionally find a bakery or small supermarket
open for a couple of hours a day, but it was
tough. Tougher still was getting water. Churches and cemeteries, the usual spots to obtain
water, had the water cut off. We literally
knocked on doors and talked to people we did
see to get water.
After toughing out these conditions for a couple
of weeks, we reached the town of Langres. We
had begun to check ahead for places being open
by calling during what was listed as their opening hours. Vezeley, our intended route to
Our faithful tent
SJPDP, was 157kms away and there were few
towns between. After calling with no answers we decided to catch 2 trains and a
bus to reach Vezeley. Near foodless and, more concerning, waterless, we felt our
safety and sanity were more important. Besides, we were still trying to get inside
Spain before the 90 days was up!
We rested in Vezelay, and though our food and water issues improved from here,
they were still quite hit and miss. We found many refuges that supplied food,
either by stocking the refuge cupboard, where you would pay for the food and
cook your own, or many had locals who would bring food to the refuge. We got a
weekend holiday with friends in Nevers, which was a welcome break in France. We
met these two beautiful people on the Camino Francés in 2014. They had jumped
off the hamster wheel of life for a break and never got back on after walking the
Camino. We hired a boat and cruised the canals for the weekend. Bliss!
Finally, in the last few days of September, we hit that last stretch into SJPDP and I
admit to losing it as we walked in. Knowing that all the issues of the last month in
France were behind us
and I was ‘home’ on
my favourite Camino.
The Francés, despite
being the most popular, remains my biggest love of them all.

Night view of the bridge over the River Nive,
St-Jean-Pied-de-Port
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Definitely on the home
stretch of our pilgrimage,
and just so in love with
everything here. Far more
crowded
than
we
expected at this time of
year, we found most
pilgrims were ‘multiple
offenders’ like us. We
deliberately chose the
Valcarlos route and took
many different paths we
hadn’t
walked
before
when alternatives were
offered. France certainly
scarred us and the Camino in Spain provided the healing we needed on this very
long walk.
Sunflowers in France

So, to the visa issue. We made it into Spain in 85 days. Phew! The immigration
office tried to help but there were issues for the extension that the Spanish
couldn’t meet deadlines for. They simply said, “Go and walk, you’ll be ok.” But
I’m here illegally! The response was, “So are many others, and many overstayers
leave Spain every day. As long as you’re leaving, we don’t care. Just don’t commit
a crime!” They were right! My passport was
stamped when I left, no questions asked. I
don’t know if that’s good advice or not.
Our arrival into Santiago was incredibly
emotional. It was a very, very long walk,
and our relationship took some tests and
yet we endured and survived.
Until our next Camino...
Lari McDonald and Hedley Amos (WA)
Below: Caught the horses up to O’Cebreiro for
the first time - totally different experience.
Right: Lari’s 6th and Hedley’s 7th Camino but
the arrival is always emotional.

We deliberately had
our timing to hopefully see snow as
O’Cebreiro and Foncebadon had both had
snow in early October
2018, but it was not
to
be
in
2019.
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BUSHFIRE RECOVERY WALKING IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS

VALE DAVID BARRETT

The Blue Mountains Camino Group meet monthly for a training walk starting from
Glenella in Blackheath (guesthouse and home of Margaret and Rowan Bouttell).
The group usually offers 2 walks – a 9km route along a fire road to Medlow Bath
return, and a more challenging route along local bush trails to one of the scenic
lookouts. We are spoilt for choice – each walk will typically includes creeks, bridges, waterfalls, tall eucalypt forests, fern gullies, viewpoints, and many steps!
However, the bush fires last summer
changed our landscape dramatically. The
Blue Mountains area was significantly impacted by bushfires, as the map shows.

David Barrett was an inveterate adventurer and walker and was initially a member
of the Pilgrims in Sydney group, followed
by the Blue Mountains group (in 2015) before starting up the flourishing Central
Coast Camino Group in July 2017.
He was an initial contributor to the
Camino Chronicle in Issue 1 (Mch 2012), on
the Camino Aragonés, followed up by a
more personal article in Issue 2 (Aug 2012)
and later initiating the ‘Tips and Hints for
Walking Camino’ beginning in Issue 21 (Jun 2017). An obsession of his was to
carry the lightest weight back-pack possible (as low as 4kg!), demonstrated
his technique at various Camino gatherings and also featured in Issue 21.
Another characteristic of his was to always walk in shorts despite the weather
(“skin dries more easily”). Keen to give back to the Camino, he became a
Hospitalero, writing in Issue 24 (Mch 2018) about this aspect of Camino life.
In September 2018, Issue 26, he contributed again with “A dummies’ guide to
starting a new group”.

After the bushfires we only had two monthly
walks - January and February - before the
coronavirus curtailed our activities. Not
many trails had been re-opened by end January but we found a good 12km route that
we named the ‘Blackheath Fire Fringe
Walk’. Walking along the edge of the burnt
areas there was little sign of life other than
a few ferns along the creeks starting to send
out green shoots (see pic on right). 4 weeks
later, we repeated this walk and were encouraged by the regrowth visible. Good
rains in February brought life back into the
bushland and it was wonderful to see green
foliage amongst the blackened trees. Many
of the eucalyptus trees were re-sprouting
from epicormic buds (buds positioned beneath the burnt bark). And the wonderful
sunny weather made the waterfalls sparkle
(see pic below right).

David’s was not an easy upbringing and, as a loner, he did not find relationships easy, but credited the Camino with restoring his faith in humanity. What
a gift!
David passed away after a battle with cancer earlier this year and was
honoured by a memorial walk on March 21 organised by his group, the Central
Coast Camino Group. Members shared their stories and memories of David
over food and drinks at Avoca Beach after their walk and felt that David was
with them in spirit, enjoying the glorious sunshine.
Alison Bell (SA)
EDITOR
editor@afotc.org

Over 40 people joined our February
Camino training walk which was
made even more memorable with 2
special guests from Spain: Susi and
Fermin (right) from Casa Susi, the
‘Australian’ albergue at Trabadelo.
They are so well known and loved
that some of their fans even flew in
from Brisbane and Darwin to see
them ! We were privileged to have
them also share their wonderful
Camino stories to a packed audience
in our afternoon meetup.

Central Coast Camino group members
on their memorial walk for their
esteemed founder, David

Margaret Bouttell (NSW)
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CAMINO DE LIMPIEZA

Instead, I returned to Roncesvalles to
resume my cleanup effort. I devised a
three-day strategy. Day One: walk all day
with my backpack, get a room for three
consecutive nights and write in the evenings. Day Two: leave the pack in the room
and walk back, collecting trash in the
direction I had just traversed the day
before. Day Three: walk ahead, clearing
the path I would be walking tomorrow.
Then repeat. Obviously, I was not able to
cover the entire French route in five weeks
with this strategy, but I put a serious dent
in the Roncesvalles-to-Pamplona, Burgos-to
-Sahagún and Ponferrada-to-La Faba
sections. Total number of bags collected on
my ‘Camino de Limpieza’ - 65. Not bad.

Empty water bottles, energy bar wrappers, tissues… and more tissues.
When I walked the Camino Francés for the first time in 2011, I was disheartened
by the amount of trash I saw along the trail. I ruminated for days over how people
could walk an ancient spiritual path and leave anything but footprints behind. The
idea of returning to the Camino in the future to do my part to clean it up was a
frequent thought.
Fast forward six years. My second Camino. The trash called out to me once more,
especially around the trees. What could have been an ideal resting spot for a
picnic or much-needed shade was now a tree-turned-public-toilet. Nearly every
tree I approached was surrounded by used tissues and human waste. It defied
explanation. Particularly along the French route, it’s rare to travel more than
10km without a trusty café-bar or albergue nearby. Are pilgrims unaware of this,
or of their own bodies, or of the environmental impact of the waste? The short
answer appears to be… yes.
Did I take immediate action to remedy any of this? Sadly, no. The reality is, for all
my good intentions, the last thing I wanted to do while walking all day fully loaded with backpack and trekking poles was stop and collect some rubbish. Bending
down with a full pack seemed a Herculean task. So my cleanup efforts were limited to areas where I was already resting sans rucksack. It was something – but I
was not satisfied.
In 2018 I was once again on the Camino. Round three. Time for action. I served as
a hospitalera in Galicia and spent my free time picking up trash in earnest. Not
wanting to add to the existing waste, I converted the albergue’s disposable
pillowcases – destined for the waste bin each morning anyway – into dual-purpose
makeshift garbage bags. During the two-week stint I assumed responsibility for
the 3km stretch on either side of the albergue and rounded up a dozen bags of
waste. Success!
The experience was not without its surprises. More than one passing pilgrim
snapped a photo of me collecting trash,
which I found bizarre. Another shot a video. And then there was the pilgrim who,
upon seeing me in a ditch on the opposite
side of the path, picked up an empty can
from his side – with his backpack on, mind
you – and approached me with a huge
smile as he deposited the can in my
pillowcase-now-trash-bag. It was a moment in equal parts touching and humbling. It inspired me to continue.
I scrapped my original plan of writing
along the more remote Camino del Norte
during my remaining five weeks in Spain.
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Collecting dozens of bags of rubbish isn’t
the only way to serve the Camino and have
a positive impact. My transformation into eco-peregrina went through four stages
and each one makes a difference:
Stage # 1: Don’t make the Camino worse. Leave it as you found it (my first
Camino in 2011).

Stage # 2: Make it a bit better. Pick up something here and there (second
Camino in 2017).
Stage # 3: Make it way better (65 bags better in 2018).
Stage # 4: Inspire others to help (2019
onwards).
Stage 4 is where you come in. I’ll be back
on the Camino again, trash bags in tow.
Care to join me?
Karin Kiser (US)
Karin is the author of 10 books, including
‘Your Inner Camino’ and ‘After the
Camino’. (which were reviewed in Issue
30, Sept 2019). Part of the books’ proceeds go toward keeping the Camino
clean.
Email Karin at support@KarinKiser.com for
details of her next Camino Cleanup
Program and Retreat.
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DID YOU KNOW ? ? ?

BOOK REVIEW
~~~ Dual

Pilgrimage ~~~

THE ONLY WAY HOME
Liz Byron

Did you know that it is possible to gain Dual Pilgrimage status by completing the
requirements for a Compostela (walk the last 100kms or cycle the last 200kms into
Santiago de Compostela), and one of the Kumano Kodo options, listed below?
Walking is the only option for the Kumano Kodo and some options are easier than
others: Takijiri-oji to Kumano Hongu Taisha, ~38 km (Nakahechi Route);
Kumano Nachi Taisha to/from Kumano Hongu Taisha, ~30 km (Nakahechi
Route); Hosshinmon-oji to Kumano Hongu Taisha, ~7 km - PLUS a visit to
Kumano Hayatama Taisha and Kumano Nachi Taisha (Nakahechi Route); Koyasan
to Kumano Hongu Taisha, ~70 km (Kohechi Route)
A dual pilgrim credential can be obtained in Spain at Turismo de Santiago
Information Center in Rua Vilar – NOT the Pilgrim Office. In Japan there are four
options to obtain the credential and, with its red stamps, it is quite a souvenir. They
can be obtained at Tanabe Tourist Information Centre (next to the JR KiiTanabe station), Kumano Travel Support Centre (near JR Kii-Tanabe station),
Kumano Hongu Heritage Centre (near the Kumano Hongu Taisha), or
Kumano Kodo Kan Pilgrimage Centre (next to Takijiri-oji).
If you have a mind to do this, all the information you require can be found on this
website, including a downloadable PDF guide
complete with maps for the various routes, and
accommodation options.
https://www.tb-kumano.jp/en/kumano-kodo/
dual-pilgrim/
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
Right: The large red stamps are obtained from little
wooden stands at the shrines and temples. Below:
Janet and Neil Russell with their dual certificates.

We were pleased to receive this book review which we thought you might
enjoy during this insular time when no travel overseas is allowed. There are
many trails in Australia to be explored and this is one of them! EDITOR
The story of Liz Byron’s 2004 nine-month trek along the Bicentennial Trail
(BNT) is told in a new book published by Woodslane Press. She walked from
Cooktown to Mount Perry with her two donkeys, Grace and Charley. It was a
rite of passage to mark leaving 40 years of marriage and embarking on life as
a single woman at the age of 61. Liz foresaw that self-reliance, physical
stamina and route-finding would be challenges, but couldn’t have known how
the outback environment in Queensland was to test her to the limit.
An extended drought had left much of her route a dusty wasteland, without
food or water for her animals. Years of suffering from childhood abuse and a
family tragedy had left her unwilling to ask for help. Walking became a meditation, an exercise in being in the moment even when that moment was 43
degrees or she hadn’t eaten for 7 hours.
In her moving memoir, Liz reveals
how she healed herself step-by-step
on the way to her new home in
northern NSW – by learning to trust
her intuition, the wisdom of her
animals and the kindness of
strangers.
Illustrated with delightful sketches
of the donkeys, the book is available at bookstores and online
booksellers (RRP $25), or you can
buy it as an ebook. If you are interested in supporting Liz, you can
purchase a signed copy at https://
lizbyron.com/ for $22 plus $10 shipping.
For details, see Liz’s website
https://lizbyron.com/
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EASY EMPANADA DE ATUN (TUNA EMPANADAS)
Who didn’t gladly devour an empanada while walking the Camino trail?
A delicious snack at any time to whet the appetite. Try Janet’s easy variation…
“I double the filling mixture below when using a whole packet of pastry. I am not a
lover of olives so I generally leave them out. The original recipe has eggs (see below)
but I didn’t like the texture when I added them and so I now leave them out too.
This recipe always has favourable comments, one guest saying that this is the best
empanada she had tasted since leaving Spain.”

INGREDIENTS
• 1 pkt frozen shortcrust pastry, thawed
• 1 large onion, finely chopped
• chopped red capsicum, finely diced
• 1 can diced tomatoes (preferably with garlic)
• 2 teaspoons brown sugar
• 2 tablespoons olive oil
• 1 large can tuna (in spring water),
drained
• 1 teaspoon anchovy paste/
Worcestershire sauce
• 1 tablespoon honey
• 1 teaspoon sweet paprika
• 1 teaspoon cumin
• a little salt to taste
• 2 hard-boiled eggs (optional)
• 24 olives approx (optional)
METHOD
1. Heat the olive oil in a heavy saucepan and cook the onions until soft and
starting to caramelise. Add the diced capsicum and fry for another two
minutes, and then add the diced tomatoes and brown sugar.
2. Lower the heat to a slow simmer and cook for about 15 minutes,
stirring often.
3. Add tuna, anchovy paste/Worcestershire sauce, honey, cumin and paprika.
Add diced hard- boiled eggs and olives (optional). Taste and adjust the salt,
simmering for around 10–15mins with lid off (this helps reduce liquid a little).
4. Preheat the oven to 350°F (175°C).
5. Fill the pastry sheets to make little or big empanadas.
Here are two options:(1) Line the sheets from edge to edge on a large baking tray (lined with baking paper). Spread the filling on the pastry and cover
with more pastry sheets. Crimp the edges and bake till golden brown. This
will be a big empanada and will need more cutting.
(2) Using single sheets (on baking paper) spread mixture over half the
sheet, fold over, crimp, and bake till golden brown.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)
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